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Abstract - The diagnosis of Cardiac disease at the heart attack or stroke stage is very costly with lesser chances of survival. The 

online and automated healthcare system can be adapted to diagnose cardiac disease at an earlier stage. Various machine 

learning models are methods integrated within the health care systems to optimize the performance of cardiac disease prediction. 

In this paper, six supervised learning algorithms are implemented on an authenticated cardiac disease dataset. Bayesian 

network, decision tree, random forest, SVM, Neural network and Radial Basis Function classifiers are applied in this work on 

a filtered and preprocessed dataset. The analytical results are obtained in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, TP rate, FP rate 

and F-score parameters. The analysis results identified that the SVM and Naive Bayes classifiers achieved the most effective 

results. SVM with Gaussian kernel achieved the maximum accuracy rate, TP rate and least FP rate. 

Keywords - Machine Learning, Supervised learning, Cardiac disease, Feature selection, Classifiers. 

 

1. Introduction 
In recent years, Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) has 

become one of the most critical diseases, with millions of 

deaths per year. Based on a study, 31% of total deaths are 

because of heart disease. Any kind of abnormal condition or 

behaviour of blood vessels can cause cardiac disease or attack. 

This abnormal blood pressure and blood flow can build up 

plague that narrows up the veins and arteries. It disturbs the 

blood flow from the heart, which increases the risk of heart 

stroke or failure. Various reasons or symptoms of heart disease 

include high blood pressure, high cholesterol levels, genetic 

mutations, physical inactivity, poor nutrition and obesity. 

Once a heart attack or heart failure situation arises, it is very 

costly and risky for a patient. The chances of survival are also 

very lesser in such situations. But if the heart disease 

symptoms are detected at an earlier stage, then precautionary 

treatment can be taken to increase the survival chances [1]. 

 

Various machine learning, mathematical and deep 

learning-based automated models are investigated and 

implemented in numerous applications to predict heart 

disease. The effectiveness of these models depends on the 

number of available or collected features and the data 

collection methods. Data collection methods are also 

improved in recent times. The real-time and IoT-based 

methods are integrated to capture the real situation of a patient. 

Various health organizations are collecting this kind of 

information to take decisive results accurately. The machine 

learning methods use these features or data to extract the 

pattern to identify healthy and heart patients. The researchers 

used the supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised 

learning methods in different models to correlate the features 

and generate the patterns. The size and reliability of these 

patterns are reflected in the accuracy and performance of the 

disease prediction and classification models [1]. A prototype 

model for IoT and ML[22][24][31] based on heart disease 

prediction is provided in Figure 1. The figure shows that the 

functional server is responsible for processing the adequate 

feature collected from patients. These general features, such 

as age, gender, pain type, etc., can be collected directly from 

the patient. The actual heart-associated features, such as heart 

rate, glucose level, and blood pressure, can be captured 

through various IoT devices. An adequate model can be 

applied to these composite features, and the predictive result 

can be stored in the available dataset[3][25][26][27]. 

 

In this paper, an analytical and comparative study is 

provided on various machine learning methods. The 

supervised learning methods are implemented on the cardiac 

disease dataset. In this section, the criticality and features of 

the cardiac disease system are described. 

https://www.internationaljournalssrg.org/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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Fig. 1 Prototype for cardiac disease prediction [3] 

 

The standard prototype used that captures the data from 

different sources and processes the model is also defined. 

Section 2 discusses various machine learning methods and 

models defined by earlier researchers with their associated 

features and capabilities. Section 3 discusses functional 

behaviour and features of various supervised machine learning 

methods. The adaptation of the classification algorithm is 

described for the cardiac health care system. Section 4 

provides the description of the dataset and the results obtained 

for different classifiers. Section 5 includes the conclusion and 

future scope of the work. 

 

2. Related Work 
The severity of cardiac disease attracts researchers to 

predict the occurrence of heart disease. The researchers 

proposed various heart disease prediction, classification 

methods, and models to predict cardiac disease symptoms 

accurately. The author used various hybrid methods, 

optimization methods and feature selection methods to 

improve the capabilities of machine learning models. Some of 

the work provided by the researchers for machine learning 

methods and models is provided in this section. 

 

Li et al.[5] proposed a conditional mutual information-

based feature selection method to optimize the heart disease 

classification. The author improved the existing Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) for optimizing the performance of 

cardiac disease. The fuzzy system-based ensemble learning 

model was proposed for accurately diagnosing heart disease. 

Fitriyani et al.[6] proposed a heart disease-based clinical 

decision support system to identify cardiac disease at the 

earlier stage. The author integrated the density-based spatial 

clustering of application with noise (DBSCAN) clustering 

method to avoid the outlier. The filtered dataset was processed 

under a hybrid synthetic minority over-sampling technique 

with the edited nearest neighbour (SMOTE-ENN) method 

with XGBoost classifier for heart disease prediction. The 

model was applied on Statlog and Cleveland datasets and 

achieved 95,90% and 98.40% accuracy, respectively. A fuzzy 

and genetic algorithm based hybrid model [7] was proposed to 

optimize the cardiac disease prediction. The author defined the 

rough sets for effective feature selection and fuzzy rule within 

the classification stage. An adaptive genetic algorithm was 

applied to a filtered feature set for predicting heart disease. 

The method was applied to the publicly available UCI heart 

disease dataset and achieved higher accuracy than existing 

methods. 

 

Amin et al.[8] provided an analytical study on various 

feature selection and prediction methods to identify the most 

effective classification technique. The author applied the 

model to KNN, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, SVM, Logistic 

Regression and Neural network methods. The analysis results 

identified that the voting-based ensemble learning method 

achieved 87.4% accuracy method. Haq et al.[11] proposed a 

hybrid machine learning model to predict cardiac disease 

accurately. The author implemented the seven machine 

learning algorithms with a feature selection stage to optimize 
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the predictive results. The author implemented the pre-

processing, feature selection, machine learning and validation 

algorithms to evaluate the performance results. The health 

care system is defined to optimize the diagnosis of cardiac 

disease. Latha et al.[12] combined weak predictive algorithms 

and proposed an ensemble learning algorithm to optimize the 

performance of cardiac disease prediction—the author 

combined and compared the multiple classifiers with existing 

classifiers and ensemble methods.  

 

The proposed ensemble classifier improved the accuracy 

to 7% over the weak classifiers. Gupta et al.[13] proposed an 

intelligent machine learning framework by processing the 

factor analysis of mixed data (FAMD). This method identified 

the effective features of the dataset and applied different 

predictive models. The proposed model improved the 

accuracy and performance over baseline methods. Singh et 

al.[16] provided a study and analytical work for predicting the 

performance of various machine learning algorithms. The 

author analyzed the decision tree, KNN, linear regression, and 

support vector machine methods for predicting their 

performances. The author identified the KNN as the most 

effective method with maximum accuracy. 

 

Rani et al.[30] defined a hybrid feature selection method 

to minimize the dataset features. The author used the single 

scalar-based multiple classifiers to optimize the work. This 

hybrid model achieved 86.6% accuracy. Garate- Escamila et 

al.[20] used the chi-square and principal component analysis-

based hybrid filtration method and combined it with a random 

forest classifier. The proposed method achieved 98.7% 

accuracy for Cleveland and 99% for Hungarian datasets. The 

method achieved the performance in comparison with existing 

methods. Muhammad et al.[21] proposed a computational 

predictive system for the prediction of cardiac disease. The 

study was defined on various feature filtration and 

classification method. The author identified that the proposed 

model achieved effective results for Chi-square and P-value 

filtration methods. 

3. ML Models/Approaches 
Cardiovascular disease can lead to death. It has the 

highest death rate overall diseases. The early prediction of 

heart disease can save the life of an individual. The researchers 

investigated various predictive methods and classification 

models. In this section, some of the most effective machine 

learning models are discussed. Researchers used these models 

for the prediction of various medical diseases [18]. Some 

researchers have used these machine-learning models to 

predict the chances of cardiac disease. In this paper, we have 

defined a cardiac disease prediction model further integrated 

with multiple machine-learning models. Figure 2 shows the 

model used in this work for implementing and analyzing 

different machine-learning methods. In this section, a detailed 

description of the model and functional description of each of 

the machine learning methods is provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Prototype for ML model on cardiac disease 

 

Figure 2 shows the cardiac disease prediction model that 

is used in this research. All the machine learning algorithms 

defined in this paper are implemented in the classification 

stage of this model. In the first step of this model, the cardiac 

disease dataset is collected. In this work, the dataset is 

collected from authenticated external sources, and its 

description is provided in section 4. Once the dataset is 

obtained and the classification model is applied to it. 

According to this model, the dataset is divided into two 

subsets: training and testing set. While performing the 

implementation and experimentation, 90% of the data is taken 

as a training set and 10% is considered as a test set. The 

classification algorithms applied in this work are Decision 

Tree, Neural network, Bayesian network, SVM, and RBF 

networks. The model is first applied to the training set and 

generates the classification. Later, the test set is applied to this 

model to predict cardiac disease. The analysis results are 

obtained on the parameters described in section 4.2. In this 

section, the functional description of each of the classification 

methods used in this paper is provided. 

3.1. Decision Tree 

The decision tree is an effective tree-based classifier that 

performs a level-specific analysis of individual features to 

identify the instance class. It is a recursive process that 

analyzes each feature to take the decision over the information 
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space. The node-level split is performed over the dataset with 

the specification of certain functions. The attribute value-

based decision is performed on each node, and this process is 

repeated on each feature until the leaf node does not occur. A 

particular class represents each of the leaf nodes. There are 

multiple forms of decision trees with specific integrated 

methods [15][29]. In this work, we have applied the decision 

tree with three integrated steps. 

1. Compute the Gini Index for each individual feature 

2. Apply the node-based decision to split the dataset. 

Identify the optimal value for this split ion. 

3. Apply this process recursively to generate the 

complete decision tree. The process is pleated till the 

terminal node does not occur. 

4. Represent each of the leaf nodes with a specific class. 

 

3.2. Random Forest 

Random forest is an integrated ensemble learning method 

that has provided good results for many classification 

applications. It combines multiple decision trees and generates 

a forecast to perform effective prediction. It uses a likelihood 

estimation-based analysis method to identify the prediction 

class. It uses a voting method on each decision tree to identify 

the respective instance class[15][29]. The functional process 

of the random forest algorithm is shown in Figure 3[17]. The 

steps followed by the random forest algorithm are given 

below: 

1. Take a sub-sample set from the training set. 

2. Create a decision tree on this sub-sample set. 

3. Identify each sub-tree's interior node and the best split for 

that part. 

4. Evaluate the values for each tree separately and define the 

expected classes for each leaf. 
 

Apply t h e  majority voting method while combining 

the trees and take the final decision of the relative instance 

class. 

3.3.  Naïve Bayes 

Naive Bayes is a probabilistic learning model that uses 

the Bayes rule on independent features. The subsequent 

probability computation is performed on different features, 

and the class is allocated to the highest probability value. The 

Gaussian function is implied within the method with prior 

probability for computing the data class. The conditional 

probability is computed for dependent features[4].  

The Gaussian function-based priority probability P(Xf) i 

used for feature class computation is provided in equations (1) 

and (2). It is one of the simplest and faster methods that can 

predict the best results when the assumption and independence 

of features are known[9][10]. Algorithm- 1 defines the 

algorithmic process followed by the Naïve bayes classifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Functional process of random forest 
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P(𝑋𝑓1, 𝑋𝑓2,…. 𝑋𝑓𝑛|c) = ∏ 𝑃(𝑋𝑓𝑖|𝑐)𝑛
𝑖=1  (1) 

P(𝑋𝑓𝑖|c) = 
𝑃(𝑐𝑖|𝑋𝑓) 𝑃(𝑋𝑓)

𝑃(𝑐𝑖)
c 𝜖 {𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡, ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑦}   (2) 

Algorithm-1 
1. Define the dataset D with n features called 

X(x1,x2....xn) and m is number of classes 

C(c1,c2....cm) 

2. Define the Bayes theorem for mapping the features to 

the classes  

                       P(X|Ci) = 
𝑃(𝑋|𝐶𝑖)∗𝑃(𝐶𝑖)

𝑃(𝑋)
 

3. Compute probabilistic estimation for each feature P(X) 

and respective to each class P(X|Ci) such that P(Ci) is 

maximized 

4. Compute the class driven conditional independence

 P(X|Ci) = P(x1|Ci) * P(x2|C2)……… P(xm|Ci) 

5. P(X|Ci) P(Ci) is evaluated for obtaining the class of 

 X and providing it as the final identified class. 

 

3.4. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is an effective classifier 

that establishes the best relation between the features and the 

relative class. The method is effective in minimizing the 

classification error. Sequential Minimal Optimization is the 

algorithm used to identify the optimum class for a particular 

feature set. The effectiveness of this algorithm depends on the 

kernel used in the algorithm. Two of the most common kernel 

functions we have compared in this work are Linear and 

Gaussian Kernels. Figure 4 shows the graphs for Gaussian and 

Linear Kernels. As shown in the figure, a Linear Kernel 

provides a straight-line division to separate the classes. 

Whereas the Gaussian kernel can perform a Gaussian kernel-

based interpretation to separate the classes. It uses a curved or 

non-planer separation, as shown in Figure 4. Equation (3) 

shows the linear kernel, and equation (4) shows the Gaussian 

kernel specification. The linear kernel is basically used when 

features are more than available samples, and if the samples 

are lesser, then the Gaussian kernel is used. The dimension of 

data affects the selection of the kernel[2]. 

Kerlinear(xi,xj) = xi * xj  (3) 

Kergaussian(xi,xj) = exp(−
||𝑥𝑖−𝑥𝑗||2

2𝜎2 )xi * xj  (4) 

 
Fig. 4 SVM kernels 

3.5. Neural Network 

A neural network uses the brain's neuron cell structure to 

solve a problem. It is an intelligent machine learning algorithm 

that uses functionality similar to a human brain. It is a layered 

architecture that is provided in Figure 5. This architecture 

consists of three layers called Input, Hidden and output layers. 

The neural network is a non-linear and statistical architecture 

that can solve complex problems. In the first layer of this 

layer, the featured input is provided. In the hidden layer, the 

weights are applied to the input to map the input to a specific 

class. In this stage, the feature-driven weights are applied to 

improve the performance and accuracy of the model. Once the 

data is processed over the model, the particular disease class 

is obtained as the final output.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Neural network model 

 

The model's effectiveness depends on the neurons' 

behaviour, and the modulation of these neurons can be 

improved within the hidden layer. The hidden layer is the 

actual processing layer that can identify the pattern from the 

input and perform the computation over it. A neural network 

can have multiple hidden layers. This work processes the 

hidden layers with backpropagation called Multi-layer 

perceptron. After processing the pattern and performing the 

computations, the particular disease class is obtained by the 

model and presented as output through the output layer. 

Another effective element of this classifier is the activation 

function. Linear, sigmoid, logistic, etc., are different 

activation functions that control this classifier's flow. In this 

work, we have used the sigmoid activation function to 

optimize the result. The implementation and comparative 

results of this classifier are provided in the next section. 

3.6. Radial Basis Function 

The radial basis function is a neural network that 

performs the interpolation on data points within the 

multidimensional space. The functional link in the network 

form is provided in Figure 6. It defines a regulation with a 

basis function. The associated stabilizer is defined for 

achieving radial symmetry. A multivariate continuous 

function is defined with domain-specific modeling to achieve 

higher accuracy. The regularization function is defined to 
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minimize the error in the system. It is a three-layer network in 

which the radial basis function is defined in the hidden layer. 

The nonlinear activation function is defined to map the input 

to the output with better accuracy.  

 

It is an optimized function in which the activation function 

is applied at the hidden layer. The activation function of the 

classifier is defined as ∅0 = 1. In this optimization function, 

the main objective is to minimize the mean square error 

(MSE).  The weights are adjusted in the hidden layer to 

generate optimized results. The radial function is here defined 

with the Gaussian function. The output function is given as 

𝑦𝑖(�⃗�) = ∑ 𝜔𝑘𝑖∅(||�⃗� − 𝑐𝑘⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ||)𝐽2
𝑘=1 , i=1,2,….J3 (5) 

Where,  𝑦𝑖(�⃗�) represents ith output, 

𝜔𝑘𝑖  represents the connection weight for the ith unit 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Radial Basis Network Architecture 

 

4. Results 
In this paper, the defined standard model for cardiac 

disease prediction is defined and experimented with. The 

experimental results are provided and discussed in this 

section.  

4.1. Dataset 

The experiments and implements of the proposed model 

and classification methods are implemented to an 

authenticated dataset called Statlog Heart disease dataset[28]. 

This dataset is taken from the UCI repository. The dataset 

contains 14 features, including six numeric and eight 

categorial features. The dataset has two main classes, called 

healthy and cardiac disease. The analysis measures, 

experimentation details, and results are provided in this 

section. 

4.2. Performance Measures 

The performance measures are used to identify the 

effectiveness and reliability of each classification method. The 

key measures used for identification of the prediction class are 

True Positive (TP), defined correctly identified, and False 

Positive (FP), defined correctly rejected. True Negative (TN), 

defined as Incorrectly Identified and False Negative (FN), 

defined as incorrectly rejected. Other derived measures to 

analyze the performance of the classifiers are given below: 

4.2.1. Accuracy 

Accuracy defines the ratio of correctly classified instances 

over the available instances. The accuracy measure is 

provided in equation (6). 

Accuracy = 
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 (6) 

4.2.2. Precision 

Precision is the ratio of True positive and total positive 

instances identified over the sample space. Equation (7) shows 

the computation of precision measure. 

Precision = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
                               (7) 

4.2.3. Recall 

Recall rate defines the ratio of actual positives identified 

for the test set. Equation (8) shows the computation of the 

recall measure. 

Recall = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
                                 (8) 

4.2.4. F-Score 

This measure is defined as the harmonic mean of 

precision and recall values. F-score can be computed using 

equation (9). 

F-Score = 2 𝑥 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑥 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 (9) 

4.3. Comparative Results 

A comparative evaluation of various machine learning 

methods for cardiac attack prediction is provided in this 

section. The analytical analysis parameters are already 

described in section 4.2. The experimentation is conducted by 

using 10 fold method. Figure 7 shows the accuracy-based 

analysis results. The figure shows that the accuracy obtained 

for decision tree and random forest methods is ineffective, 

with a lesser accuracy rate of 77.78% and 76.54%. Naïve 

Bayes and SVM methods achieved the most effective results 

with 86.42% accuracy. The analysis results show that the 

SVM and Bayes network can predict cardiac disease more 

accurately. The neural and RBF neural network-based 

methods also provided significant results with higher than 

80% accuracy. 
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Fig. 7 Accuracy-based analysis 

 

 
Fig. 8 True positive analysis 

 

 
Fig. 9 False positive analysis 

 

Another performance measure considered in this research 

is true positive analysis. The analysis results on true positives 

are provided using Figure 8. The figure shows that the true 

analysis results for decision tree and random forest methods 

are ineffective with .778 and .765. Naïve bayes and SVM 

methods achieved the most effective results with a 0.864 true 

positive rate. The analysis results show that the SVM and 

Bayes network can predict cardiac disease with the most 

adaptive and effective true positive rate. The neural and RBF 

neural network-based methods also provided significant 

results with a true positive rate higher than 0.8. 

False positive identifies the error in the predictive system. 

The analysis results on false positives are provided using 

Figure 9. The figure shows that the true analysis results for 

decision tree and random forest methods are ineffective, with 

higher false positive rates over 0.2. Naïve bayes and SVM 

methods achieved the most effective results with the least 

lease false positive rate of 0.132. The analysis results show 

that the SVM and Bayes network can predict cardiac disease 

with the most adaptive and effective false positive rate. The 

neural and RBF neural network-based methods also provided 

significant results with a false positive rate higher than 0.15.
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Fig. 10 Precision analysis 

 

 
Fig. 11 Recall analysis 

 

 
Fig. 12 F-Score measure analysis 

 

Precision is another accuracy-based prediction measure 

used in this research. The analysis results on precision ratio 

are provided using Figure 10. The figure shows that the 

precision rate analysis results for decision tree and random 

forest methods are ineffective, with lesser precision rates of 

0.819 and 0.79. Naïve bayes and SVM methods achieved the 

most effective results with the least lease precision rate of 

0.867. The analysis results show that the SVM and Bayes 

network can predict cardiac disease with the most adaptive 

and effective precision rate. The neural and RBF neural 

network based methods also provided significant results. 

The recall parameter-based analysis results are provided in 

Figure 11. The figure shows that the recall rate analysis results 

for decision tree and random forest methods are ineffective, 

with lesser recall rates of 0.779 and 0.765. Naïve bayes and 

SVM methods achieved the most effective results with the 

least lease recall rate of 0.864. The analysis results show that 

the SVM and Bayes network can predict cardiac disease with 

the most adaptive and effective recall rate. The neural and 

RBF neural network based methods also provided significant 

results. 
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Another effective accuracy-based analysis measure is F-

Score. The analysis results based on the F-score parameter are 

provided in Figure 12. The figure shows that the F-score 

analysis results for decision tree and random forest methods 

are the least effective, with 0.773 and 0.763. Naïve bayes and 

SVM methods achieved the most effective results with the 

least lease F-score of 0.864.  

The analysis results show that the SVM and Bayes 

network can predict cardiac disease with the most adaptive 

and effective F-Score rate. The neural and RBF neural 

network based methods also provided the effective Fscore 

rate. 

5. Conclusion 
The diagnosis of cardiac disease at an early stage can 

reduce the chances of death. Various machine learning 

methods and models are available to predict cardiac disease. 

In this paper, a standard model of cardiac disease prediction is 

defined. Various classifiers are integrated into this model to 

predict cardiac disease accurately. The classifiers used in this 

research work are Bayesian network, decision tree, neural 

network, radial basis network and SVM. The analysis results 

show that the SVM and Bayesian network classification-based 

machine learning model achieved the maximum accuracy rate 

of 86.42. The method also achieved effective results under 

true positive, true negative, precision and recall measures. 
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